BUSH VITALITY ASSESSMENT
Growing common futures
This visual DIY assessment kit is an important information
source for anyone keen to restore the vitality of native bush
patches, while developing an integrated sustainable
production landscape.
It offers easy-to-use and robust techniques to:
• Assess and diagnose bush vitality
• Manage and restore native bush to long-term resilience
• Develop protective and productive sustainable
enterprises, and
• Integrate native bush into the wider landscape to create
a more sustainable environment
Bush Vitality is an essential tool if you are committed
to sustainable land management and ready to
revitalize native bush to maintain our valuable
native biodiversity.

“I own a 228 acre hill country farm in the Manawatu and am
interested in finding ways to improve the sustainability of the property.
Fortunately I have Bush Vitality – a very impressive work that provides
a huge amount of valuable and practical information. My background
is in science and technology and I can see that this book promotes
an enlightened insight to smart environmental management of the
future. Congratulations – make sure you get this info out there!”
A. Shilton PhD.
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“What a marvelous publication! This has got so much comprehensive
and practical material in it that no-one will ever need to compile another
bush protection/rehabilitation/recognition guide. The things I have longed for in
previous publications in vain, are sensible planting guides, good photo captioning
and of course a smart and user-friendly presentation.” I.Gabites, naturalTEXTures
The author, Helmut Janssen is an environmental scientist,
specializing in resource information and integrated management.
With extensive experience in forest ecology, silviculture and
biodiversity information systems he conveys a wealth of science and
practical knowledge in this innovative and inspiring book.
Books are available for sale from the author and Manaaki Whenua Press.
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